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To the great annoyance and dismay of the Commission it is reported
in some social
media that some unscrupulous persons are said to be demanding
/ asking for money in the
name of Commission from some candidates parents with an
assurance to get selected in
/
some posts for which test / interview have been conducted recently"
Such allegation of
demanding money by the commission is totally false, misconceived,
frivolous, full of lies
and malicious.

Apparently, some syndicates are working over night to extract money
from gullible
candidates and concerned parents through unethical and deceitful
means. Their modusoperandi seems to be by convincing candidates and or their parents
that they can ensure
/
selection in the test / interview conducted by the Commission if
they offer money. The
Commission reiterates that it does not accept any money for jobs
and it is committed to fair
and unbiased selection based on merit only.

Therefore, all the candidates and parents are requested not to fall prey
to any one
asking for money with assurance of selection in any test y' interview
conducted py the
commission' If anyone approaches like this, the candidates parents
are requested to
/
lodge an FIR to ensure that the culprit is brought to book.

All NG0s, individuals and general public having concern for a clean system
in the
society are requested to keep vigil on such unscrupulous and unethical
wrongdoings and
bring to light for appropriate legal action and public reprimand.
The state Govt' is also requested to alert the vigilance department
to keep an eye on
such vicious activities and take stern and exemplary legal action
on the culprit whenever
brought to light so that such nefarious and unhealthy activities do
not recur in future"
Issued in public interest by order of the Commission.

Copy to:-

1'

The Editor, Arunachal Times

/

Echo of Arunachal

/

Arunachal Front

/

Eastern

Sentinnel with a request to public the advisory on the front page
of their next issue
of their daily in the font size of 12 and submii the bill in triplicate
for payment.

